e represents exercise or exhibit; f represents figure; t represents table.
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AA-GLAS. See Alternate assessment based on grade-level achievement standards
AAIDD. See American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
AA-MAS. See Alternate assessment based on modified academic achievement standards
ABAS-II. See Adaptive Behavior Assessment System
ABC chart: example of, 128t; purpose of, 128
ABC-ING strategy, 132
Absenteeism, 333, 334, 341
Abstract reasoning, 270
Academic diversity, 168
Academic interventions, for behavior management, 124–126, 133
Accessibility: of public buildings, 192
Accommodations: for assessments, 179–181; common mistakes regarding, 181; definition of, 72; examples of, 72; grading adaptations and, 184; IEP development and, 72; in project-based instruction, 229; providing assistance with, 147; under Section 504, 56
Accountability: collaboration and, 140; in cooperative learning, 230
Achievement tests, description of, 178t
Acronyms, 188
Activity logs, 185t
Activity restrictions, 334
ADA. See Americans with Disabilities Act
Adaptations: for classroom tests, 179–181; for grading student work, 183–186
Adaptive Behavior Assessment System (ABAS-II), 308
Adaptive behavior assessments, 308
ADHD. See Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
Administrators: chain of command of, 38; communication with, 29; evaluation process and, 38; feedback from, 38; problem-solving approach with, 38; roles of, 35–36
Adolescents, motivation of, 162–163
Advocates: role of, 14; strategies for, 164–166; students as, 165–166
Affixes, 239
African American students: behavior management and, 120; sickle cell disease and, 340
AIDS, 340
Air pollutants, 331
Algebra, 266, 267
Allergies, 328–329, 330
Alternative assessments: eligibility for, 181; types of, 182
Alternative high school diploma, 187
American Academy of Pediatrics, 329
American Diabetes Association, 335
American Psychiatric Association (APA), 341, 342, 351
Anorexia nervosa, 358
Annual evaluations, 379
Annual goals: examples of, 70; overview of, 69; tips for writing, 69
Antecedent behavior: collecting data about, 128; interventions to alter, 133
Antecedent prompts, 310, 311e
Anti-epileptic drugs, 337
Anxiety: disorders of, 357–358; math-related, 265, 267–268, 279
Conductive hearing losses, 353
Conduct disorder, 358
Concrete-representational-abstract (CRA) instruction, 272–277
Concrete understanding, 275
Conceptual knowledge: algebra and, 266; description of, 265; strategies for teaching, 274
Concrete-representational-abstract (CRA) instruction, 272–277
Conceptual knowledge: algebra and, 266; description of, 265; strategies for teaching, 274
Concrete-representational-abstract (CRA) instruction, 272–277
Conceptual knowledge: algebra and, 266; description of, 265; strategies for teaching, 274
Concrete-representational-abstract (CRA) instruction, 272–277
Conflict resolution: during IEP meetings, 80e; for legal challenges, 61–63; for successful collaboration, 30–31
Congenital conditions, 333
Cognitive strategy instruction: description of, 223, 225, 227; steps in, 226
Collaboration: with administrators, 35–38; challenges related to, 26–27; characteristics of, 140; conflict resolution in, 30–31; for content area instruction, 286; for co-teaching, 149–155; documentation of, 155; effective communication in, 27–30; energizing personality and, 27; to help general educators, 147–149; importance of, 139–140; in inclusive settings, 142–146; laws requiring, 18; with mentors, 38, 42; with other teachers, 42–43; with paraprofessionals, 39–41; with parents, 31–35, 37; in professional meetings, 44–45; in self-contained classrooms, 140–142; of successful teachers, 26; tips for successful, 146–147; UDL and, 193, 198
Collaborative strategic reading, 231–232
College attendance, 77
Color-coding, 95, 169
Commitment, to co-teaching, 154
Common Core State Standards (CCSS): adoption of, 173; description of, 19; instructional planning guidelines and, 216; intellectual disability and, 305e; learning about, 16–17; in mathematics, 269–271; website for, 173
Communication: about assessment results, 187–188; with administrators, 29; advocacy strategies in, 164; for conflict resolution, 31; in co-teaching, 152; for hearing impaired students, 354; in mathematics, 270; with paraprofessionals, 29–30; with parents, 29, 33–35, 187–188; to reduce resistance from colleagues, 145–146; scheduled times for, 146; for successful collaboration, 27–30, 145–146
Communication logs, 29, 36e
Community, positive, 119–122
Comparing and contrasting, 259e
Comparison clue, 242
Competition, 121
Complex motor tics, 342r
Complex partial seizures, 337
Complex vocal tics, 342r
Comprehension: See Reading comprehension
Comprehensive Mathematical Abilities Test, 281
Concept attainment, 293–294
Concept diagrams, 296
Conceptual knowledge: algebra and, 266; description of, 265; strategies for teaching, 274
Concrete understanding, 275
Concrete-representational-abstract (CRA) instruction, 272–277
Conduct disorder, 358
Conductive hearing losses, 353
Confidentiality: federal laws regulating, 16, 58–60; high school assessment and, 187; in parent communication, 35
Conflict resolution: during IEP meetings, 80e; for legal challenges, 61–63; for successful collaboration, 30–31
Congenital conditions, 333
Consequence-focused interventions, 133–136
Consistency, for behavior management, 119
Constant time delay, 243
Construct validity, 375
Consultations, 142
Content area instruction: inquiry-based approaches to, 295–301; instructional strategies for, 286–292; instructional technologies for, 206–207; planning framework for, 217–223, 293; special educators’ role in, 285–286; teaching simple and complex concepts in, 293–295; UDL in, 292
Content enhancement routines (CERs), 294–295
Content Enhancement Series, 217
Content standards, 16–17
Content validity, 375
Content-specific assessments, 178
Context clues, 242
Contingent praise, 118
Contrast clue, 242
Convulsions, 337
Cook, L., 140
Cooperation, among students: for behavior management, 121–122; direction instruction in, 121–122
Cooperative learning strategies, 229–232
Cooper, R., 243
Core Phonics Survey, 248
Co-teaching: barriers to, 154–155; characteristics of teachers successful in, 154; collaboration for, 141, 154–155; description of, 149, 150r; general education teachers’ perspective on, 153–154; models of, 149, 154; organizing space for, 103–104; teacher relationships in, 150–151
Council for Exceptional Children (CEC): description of, 14; high school assessment and, 187; online learning resources, 22, 23; professional standards of, 14–15
Course planning framework, 217–218, 219r
Courtey, S., 27
Covey, S., 27
CPT. See Chest physiotherapy
CRA. See Concrete-representational-abstract instructional
CRADLE strategy, 222–223
CRAMATH strategy, 274–275
Crimes, reporting, 55
Critical questions, 218, 219r
Crohn’s disease, 339
Cue-do-review process, 294–295
Cultural diversity: celebrating, 168; classroom management and, 120–121; disproportionate representation and, 174; examples of, 166; high school assessment and, 187, 188; parent communication and, 37
Culturally responsive teaching, 166–168
Currency systems, 161
Curriculum: adaptations of, 147; guides for, 308; in mathematics, 271, 274
Curriculum-based measures (CBMs): description of, 176–177; in mathematics, 278–280, 281r; for reading comprehension, 248
CWPT. See Classwide peer tutoring
Cystic fibrosis (CF), 334–335
D
Daily living skills, 282
Daily report card, 332
Danielson, C., 20, 377
Data collection: about accommodations, 180; in FBA process, 128; for formative assessments, 317–319; for instructional planning, 216–217; by paraprofessionals, 41; using point systems, 136
Data organization: for itinerant teachers, 109–110; tips for, 100–101
Data patterns, 319
Data sheets, 318
Deafness, 353–355
Decision making, in co-teaching, 151
Declarative knowledge, 265
Decodable text, 243–245
Decoding words, 236–241, 243, 253
Deenergizers, 27
Definition clue, 242v
Definitions of words, 241
Delegating work, 96
Denver Public Schools, 205
DES. See Dysfunctional elimination syndrome
Description clue, 242v
Deshler, D., 217
Desks, of teachers, 102
Developmental delay, 355–356
Diabetes mellitus, 335–336
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, Text Revision
Diagnostic reading assessment, 248
Diagnostic assessments, 248, 281
Diagnostic Reading Assessment, 248
Dictionaries, 241, 292
Dietary restrictions, 334, 336
Digraphs, 237v
Diploma, high school.
Digraphs, 237v
Dysfunctional elimination syndrome (DES), 336
Dust allergy, 329
Duration data sheet, 318
Due process, 62–63
Dual language books, 249
Dropbox program, 101
Drop attacks, 337
Dropbox program, 101
Dual language books, 249
Due process, 62–63
Duration data sheet, 318y
Dust allergy, 329
Dysfunctional elimination syndrome (DES), 336
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Early intervention services, 55
Earobics program, 248
Eating disorders, 358–359
Echo reading, 244
Ecological inventory, 306–307v
ECPs. See Emergency care plans
Editing writing, 256
Education for All Handicapped Children Act: assessment and, 58; overview of, 48v; principles of, 48–51
Educational records, 58–59
EGID. See Esophagitis-associated gastrointestinal disorders
Elaboration, 297
Elementary classrooms, 106
E-mail, 35, 96
Embedded instruction, 315
Embedding choices, 195t
Emergency care plan (ECPs), 326, 328v
Emergency equipment kits, 108–109
Emotional disturbance, 356–360
Emotional support, 20
Emotions, of first-year teachers, 12
Employment rights, 57
Encopressus, 336
Enenergizers, 27
Engagement: in inquiry approach, 296; mobile learning devices and, 206; multiple means of, 193–196, 201–202; UDL and, 193–196, 198, 201–202
English language learners: grading myths about, 183; reading instruction for, 248–250; UDL with, 199–202; writing instruction for, 261–262
English Language Learning and Teaching (Power), 249
Enthusiasm, 161
Environment accommodations, 180
Environmental allergies, 329
Esophagitis-associated gastrointestinal disorders (EGID), 339
Esophagitis, 339
ePals (website), 202
Epilepsy, 337–339
Error correction, 310
Ethical principles: of the Council for Exceptional Children, 14–15; high school assessment and, 187
Evaluations: of behavior management system, 136–137; of classroom/behavior management techniques, 136–137; IDEA and, 51–52; IEP development and, 73; of paraeducators, 42; to receive special education services, 174; of teachers, 377–379; of writing, 261–262
Evidence-based practices: becoming knowledgeable about, 17; for collaboration in RTI, 142; intellectual disability and, 308
Example clue, 242
Examples: in cue-due-review process, 294; in Frayer’s model, 292
Exit exams, 186
Expectations, of students: collaboration and, 143; communicating, 118; importance of, 118; instructional planning and, 217; reteaching of, 124–125; student–teacher relationships and, 160; testing accommodations and, 181
Expert witnesses, 62–63
Explicit instruction: benefits of, 17; description of, 227; in mathematics strategies, 271, 275, 277; purpose of, 223; types of, 227–229
Exploring questions, 297
Expository texts, 231–232, 258–259
Extrinsic motivation, 161
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Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 16, 58–60
FAPE. See Free and appropriate education provision
FBAs. See Functional behavioral assessments
FBIs. See Functional based interventions
F-controlled syllables, 238
Fear, of testing, 279
Feedback: from administrators, 38; asking for, 21; on CBMs, 176; in cooperative learning, 229–230; in direct instruction, 224; for general education teachers, 147; instructional technology for, 205; for paraeducators, 39, 42; in peer tutoring, 230; on student work, 183; student–teacher relationships and, 160; as support for new teachers, 20–21
FERPA. See Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
Ferretti, R., 229
Fibonacci numbers, 268
Field trips, 335, 336, 337, 339
Filament Games, 195
Filing papers, 95
First day of school, 104–106
First-year teachers. See New teachers
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SE model, 296–298
SOE plan. See Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
Flanagan, J. S., 228
Flesner, D. M., 145–146
Flexibility, 144
Flipboard (app), 202
Flipcam (software), 201
Flow charts, 201
Fluency: in arithmetic, 266; of speech, 367
Fluency, reading: benefits of, 243; definition of, 235; of ELLs, 249; note taking and, 253; strategies for promoting, 243–245
Fluid intake, 341
Foegen, A., 176
FOIL mnemonic, 274
Folders, student, 103
Food allergies, 328–329
FOPs strategy, 278
Formal assessment, 281
Formative assessments, 317–320
Forte, T., 100–101
Frayer’s model, 293
Forte, T., 100–101
Frequency data sheet, 318
Freeman and appropriate education (FAPE) provision, 49
Friend, M., 140
Fuchs, D., 230
Function based interventions (FBIs), 129–134
Function matrix, 129
Functional behavioral assessments (FBAs), 127–129
Functional curriculum, 305
Functional skills, 308
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Gardiner-Walsh, S., 107–109
Gas stations, 109
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), 339
Gastrointestinal disorders, 339–340
Gender bias, 268
General education teachers: building relationships with, 42–43; as facilitators, 204; in instructional planning, 216, 217; matching students to, 143; perspectives of, on co-teaching, 153–154; positive feedback for, 147; providing assistance to, 146, 147–149; reducing resistance from, 145–146; UDL and, 198–199
Generalization: in cognitive strategy instruction, 226; in direct instruction, 225; of new vocabulary, 242
GeoGebra software, 283
Geometric’s Sketch Pad (website), 283
GERD. See Gastroesophageal reflux disease
Getting-to-know-you activities, 106
Ginger software, 262
Gizmos, 195
Glucose monitoring, 335, 336
Goal setting, of students: in cooperative learning, 229; for fluency, 245; lesson planning and, 221; for mathematics, 268; worksheets for, 201; for writing, 255–256
Goal setting, of teachers: for collaboration, 140, 142; for co-teaching, 151; examples of, 94t; for organizational success, 93–94; to reduce resistance, 146
Goals, instructional: CBMs and, 176; UDL and, 197
Google Docs, 101, 193
GPS, 107
Grade-level chairs, 108
Grading work, 183–186
Graduation exit exams, 186
Graham, S., 256
Grammar-checking applications, 203
Grand mal seizures, 337
Graphing data, 176–177
Graphology, expressions of, 29–30
Greenwood, C., 230
Group processing, 229
Group responses, 232
Grudges, 160
Guided imagery approaches, 228
Guided practice, 226
Guskey, T., 183
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Haagar, D., 287
Handwriting, 253
Handwriting Without Tears, 253
Harris, K., 256
Hay fever, 329
Health conditions, 325–326. See also specific conditions
Hearing impairment, 315, 353–355
Hemophilia, 363
Heterogeneous groups. See Cooperative learning strategies
High school classrooms: assessment considerations for, 186–188; design of, 98–101; first-day activities for, 106; tips for motivation in, 162–163
High school diploma: algebra and, 267; alternatives to, 186–187
High school dropouts, 77
High-achieving students, 230
High-fidelity behaviors, 134–136
High-frequency words, 243, 244t
High-stakes exams, 186
High-tech assistive technology, 208, 317v
Hi-lo books, 200
HIV/AIDS, 340
Hollingshead, A., 269, 279, 283, 300–301
Homebound instruction, 333, 334
Homework. See Student work
Hongo, California Superintendent of Public Instruction v. Doe et al. (1988), 373
Hospital school, 333
Humor, 163
Hyperactivity, 349
Hyperglycemia, 335
Hypertension, 333, 340
Hypoglycemia, 335
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IAES. See Interim alternative education setting
IBD. See Inflammatory bowel disease
Idealism, of new teachers, 12
Identifying students with disabilities, 55
IEP meetings: case manager’s role in, 92t; dealing with conflict during, 80e; etiquette for, 79–80e; ground rules for, 79e; notifying parents of, 76–77, 78e; parent participation in, 77; planning for, 78e; purpose of, 66; required participants of, 74, 78e; time management during, 80e; tips for facilitating, 78–81e
IEPs: aligning standards with, 173; alternative assessments and, 181; assistive technology and, 75–76, 208, 316; challenges of, 65;
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Least prompts, 308–312, 311r
Least restrictive environment: IEP development and, 70, 72; overview of, 49, 50
LeClear, E., 47
Legal challenges, 61–63
Legal rights of parents, 34
Legally blind students, 371
Lembke, E., 176
Lesson focus, 221
Lesson organizers, 221, 222r
Lesson planning: framework for, 220–223; in mathematics, 275
Letter grades, 184, 185r
Letter-association method, 293
Letter grades, 184, 185, 186
Letter-association method, 293
Leukemia, 332
Le治安®, 107
Listening skills: for conflict resolution, 30–31; importance of, 28; in parent communication, 34
Little, T., 39
Logs: of collaboration, 155, 156; for grading adaptations, 185r; for time management, 96–97
Low-vision students, 371
Low-tech assistive technology, 208, 317
Lupus, 364
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MacArthur, C., 229, 260
Magic e syllables, 238
Maheady, L., 232
Main idea, 232
Maladaptive attribution style, 225
Manic-depressive illness, 358
Manifestation determination, 54
Manipulatives, 231, 275
Manual communication, 354
Maps, 107
Mastery measurement: definition of, 175–176; in mathematics, 280
Mastery routine, 294
Mastropieri, M., 227
Mastery routine, 294
Mastropieri, M., 227
Materials, student. See Class materials
Mathematics: anxiety related to, 265, 267–268, 279; arithmetic versus algebra, 266–267; assessment in, 278–282; goal setting in, 268; instructional strategies for, 231, 267–278; lesson planning in, 275; motivating students in, 269; pacing guides in, 271; progress monitoring in, 275, 276, 279; reasons for student difficulty in, 265–266; standards in, 269–271, 278; students’ reactions to, 264; students’ struggles in, 265–269; support for students with disabilities in, 271–278; technology to support, 282–283
McKeown, M., 241
Mean, 374
Median, 374
Mediation, 61
Medications: for ADHD, 331–332; for asthma, 330, 331; for cancer treatment, 333; for cystic fibrosis, 334, 335; for diabetes, 336, 337; for epilepsy, 337, 338; for rheumatic fever, 365; for sickle cell disease, 341; for Tourette syndrome, 343
Meetings: to assist with IEPs, 148, 149; importance of, 44; with paraeducators, 39; time management tips and, 96; tips for planning and leading, 44–45
Memory, 368
Mentoring: importance of, 22; relationship building in, 38, 42; requirements of, 38
Merriman-Webster dictionary, 242, 292
Metacognitive strategies, 277–278, 288r
Middle school classrooms: design of, 98–101; first-day activities for, 106
Mims, P. J., 303
Missed work, 99
Mission statement, 14
Mistakes, making, 267–268
Mixed hearing loss, 353
Mixed-responding techniques, 122–123, 124r
Mnemonics, 277, 292, 293r. See also specific mnemonics
Mobile learning devices, 205–206
Mode, 374
Modeling: in cognitive strategy instruction, 226r; in cooperative learning, 229–230; in direct instruction, 224r; in mathematics instruction, 272
Models, mathematical, 270
Modifications: definition of, 71; examples of, 72; IEP development and, 71–72
Mold allergy, 329
Monitoring student progress: versus assessing students, 18; collaboration and, 144; common features of, 175–177; cystic fibrosis and, 334; data sheets for, 318, 319; description of, 18; in direct instruction, 225r; grading adaptations and, 184; IDEA provisions and, 52; in mathematics, 275, 276c, 278, 279; in RTI tiers, 175; step-by-step guide for, 176–177; in writing, 256
Moral purpose, of special educators, 13–14
Morphemes, 239, 240, 241r
Morphological awareness, 239–241, 253
Most-to-least prompts, 311r
Motivation, of students: effective rewards and, 126; importance of, 161; in mathematics, 269; tips for cultivating, 161–163
Multimedia presentations, 193, 195r, 196r
Multiple means of representation: for English language learners, 199–202; guidelines for, 194r; mobile learning devices and, 205–206; suggestions for, 195r; UDL for, 193–196, 199–202
Multitiered systems of support: common features of, 174–175; definition of, 174; reading comprehension and, 246, 248
Mutual goals, 140
Myoclonic seizures, 337
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NAMI. See National Alliance on Mental Illness
Narrative texts, 258
National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), 357
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS), 15, 22
National Center for Response to Intervention, 246, 176
National Center on Accessible Instructional Materials, 250
National Center on Educational Outcomes, 179, 182
National Diabetes Education Program, 336
National Eating Disorders Association, 359
National Geographic (website), 202
National Reading Panel, 235
National Research Council, 295
NBPTS. See National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
NCLB. See No Child Left Behind Act
NCTM Illuminations, 283
Negotiation, in co-teaching, 154, 155
Negative integers, 274
Negative attitude, 27
Negative reinforcement, 332
Negotiation, in co-teaching, 154, 155
Nephritis, 364
Nephrotic syndrome, 364
Neurocognitive late effects, 332
New teachers: accomplishments of, tracking, 13; challenges of, 12, 13; ethical development of, 14–15; guiding policies for, 15–16; moral
Note taking: fluency and, 253; to organize work, 94–95
Norm-referenced assessments: description of, 178; statistical concepts
Nonverbal redirection, 117
Nonverbal communication, 28
Nonexamples, 292
Nondiscriminatory evaluation, 174
No-name folders, 99
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act: assessment and, 58; case related to,
Partial seizures, 337, 338
Partial participation, 310
Parity, 140
Paralyzed students, 371
Participating in IEP meetings, 377–379
Participatory decision making process, 16–17, 19–20; stress management of, 18–19; support network for, 20–22, 23–24; time management of, 18. See also Special education teachers
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act: assessment and, 58; case related to, 60; content standards and, 17; intellectual disability and, 304, 308; reading instruction and, 234
No-name folders, 99
Nondiscriminatory evaluation, 174
Nonverbal communication, 28
Nonverbal redirection, 117
Norm-referenced assessments: description of, 178; statistical concepts related to, 374–375
Note taking: fluency and, 253; to organize work, 94–95
Numbered heads together strategy, 232
Nurses, 326
O
Objectives, mathematics, 280
Observation: in FBA process, 128; for teacher evaluations, 377–379
Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), 359–360
Office staff, 110
Okolo, C., 227, 229
Online learning resources: description of, 22; listing of, 23–24
Open Office (software), 196
Open syllables, 238
Order of operations, 265, 277
Organizational skills, of students, 169–171
Organizing work: classroom design and, 98–104; for co-teachers, 103–104; for first-day tasks, 104–106; importance of, 90; as itinerant teachers, 107–110; paperwork tips for, 95; routines for, 95; table for, 94; time management and, 95, 96–97; volunteering and, 96
Other health impaired, 326, 362–365
Outcomes, 198
“Overcoming Barriers to Collaboration among Partners-in-Teaching” (Bondy and Brownell), 145
Overhead projectors, 204
P
Pacing, of instruction: behavior management and, 122; in mathematics, 271
PALS. See Peer-assisted learning strategies
Panther rule, 239
Paperwork, organizing, 95, 100–102
Paraeducators: data collection by, 41; evaluation of, 42; feedback for, 39, 42; getting input from, 41; inclusion of, in IEPs, 41; initial work with, 39, 41–42; policies related to, 41; professional learning for, 41; schedule for, 40; successful communication with, 29–30
Parent notification: about disciplinary action, 54; about IEP meetings, 76–77, 78e; about legal rights, 60
Parent participation: Education for All Handicapped Children Act and, 49, 51c; in IEP meetings, 77; in transition planning, 82–83
Parents: appreciation of, 34; communication log for, 36e; confidentiality of, 35; cultures and needs of, 37; as experts on children, 34; legal rights of, 34, 51e, 55, 60; letters to, 33e; managing conflicts with, 30–31; non-English-speaking, 34; online communication with, 35; positive notes to, 33–34; promoting positive relationships with, 31–35; providing assessment results to, 187–188; regular communication with, 35; self-advocacy and, 166; sharing resources with, 35; successful communication with, 29; support groups for, 29
Parity, 140
Partial participation, 310
Partial seizures, 337, 338
Partially sighted students, 371
Park, Y., 249
Partner reading, 244–245
Passive learning, 267–268
Patience, 268
Patterns, 270
PDD. See Pervasive developmental disorders
Peer attention, 134
Peer pressure, positive: to build motivation, 161; purpose of, 116; to reinforce positive behaviors, 134
Peer revising strategy, 261
Peer supports, 315–316
Peer training, 316
Peer tutoring, 230
Peer-assisted learning strategies (PALS), 230–231, 245
Peer-reviewed research (PRR), 66
Peg-word method, 293e
PEMDAS strategy, 277
PENS strategy, 254
Percentiles, 187
Personal connections, 165
Personal information, 159–160
Personally relevant curriculum, 305
Person-centered planning, 307
Perspectives, individual, 144
Pervasive developmental disorders (PDD), 351
Petit mal seizures, 337
PhET, 195
Phone calls, 96
Phonics: definition of, 235; description of, 235; versus spelling, 253; teaching strategies for, 235–238
Phonological awareness: definition of, 235; description of, 235; teaching strategies for, 235–238
Physical disabilities, 369
Planning. See Instructional planning
POLP. See Present levels of performance
Podcasts, 196
Point systems: examples of, 135e; purpose of, 134
Poisoning, 363–364
Policies: learning about, 16; parent partnerships and, 32; related to paraeducators, 41
Pollutants, 331
Positive attribution style, 225, 227
Positive integers, 274
Positive reinforcement, 332
POSSE strategy, 246, 247f
Post-observation conferences, 378
Power, T., 249
PowerPoint (software), 196
Powers, D., 102
Praise: description of, 117t; effective use of, 118; motivation and, 162
Precorrection, 117t
Predictions, making, 245t
Predictive validity, 375
Predominantly hyperactive-impulsive ADHD, 349
Predominantly inattentive ADHD, 349
Prefixes, 239, 240t
Present levels of performance (PLOP): example statements of, 68–69; overview of, 68; writing tips for, 68
Presentation accommodations, 179
Previewing text, 231
Prezi (software), 196t
Primary generalization seizures, 337, 338
Primary sources, 229
Print-to-speech software, 263
Privacy. See Confidentiality
Private schools, 55
Problem solving, in mathematics, 270
Problem-based learning, 299, 300
Problem-solving approach, of teachers: with administrators, 38; for conflict resolution, 31; with fellow teachers, 43; for successful collaboration, 28
Procedural knowledge, 265
Procedural safeguards, 49
Professional learning: communities for, 22; importance of, 20; on instructional technologies, 203; for paraeducators, 41; support for, 21–22
Professional organizations, 22
Professional standards, 14–15
Profound disability. See Intellectual disability
Progress monitoring. See Monitoring student progress
Project-based learning: description of, 228–229; versus inquiry learning, 299, 300
Projects, UDL for, 193
Promethean Planet (website), 205
Prompts, 308–312
Protection in evaluation provision, 49
Proximity control, 117
PRR. See Peer-reviewed research
Psychomotor seizures, 337
Psychotic disorders, 359–360
Public transportation, 57
Punitive consequences: refraining from using, 116, 118; versus rewards, 126
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Quality Indicators for Assistive Technology Services (website), 210
Questions: for job interview, 7, 8–9; lesson planning and, 222; as reading strategy, 245; for transition planning, 83
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Rabbit rule, 239
Racial diversity. See Cultural diversity
Rapid word recognition, 242
Rationale, providing, 117
Read 180, 248
Readability levels, 195
Reading comprehension: assessment of, 248; definition of, 235; promotion of, 245–248
Reading instruction: components of, 235–248; cooperative learning in, 231–232; for ELLs, 248–250; framework for, 235; NCLB and, 234; for students with disabilities, 248–250; technology in, 248–250
Reasoning, mathematics, 270
Reed, P., 75
Reflection: by students, 298; by teachers, 198
Reinforcement, of behavior: for ADHD, 332; in consequence-focused interventions, 133–136
Reinforcement, of learning, 310
Related services, 73
Relationship building: with co-teachers, 103, 150–151; for culturally responsive teaching, 168; to manage stress, 19; with mentors, 38, 42; with other teachers, 42–43; with parents, 31–35; to reduce resistance from colleagues, 145
Relationships, student–teacher, 119; importance of, 159; tips for fostering, 159–160
Relevant content, 161, 267
Relevant curriculum, 305
Reliability, 176, 376
Repeated opportunity data sheet, 318
Repeated reasoning, 270
Repeated trial data sheet, 318
Repetitive behaviors, 359
Replacement behavior: direct instruction in, 131–133; intervention strategies to promote, 130–133; selection of, 129–130
Report cards, 183, 184–186
Representational understanding, 275
Research strategies, 232
Resilience, 18–19
Resistance, in inclusive settings, 145–146
Resource classrooms, 141
Respect, 27–28; in collaboration, 144; toward parents, 32, 34; toward students, 119
Respiratory distress, 334
Response accommodations, 179–180
Response cards, 123
Response cost system, 332
Response prompts, 310, 311
Response to intervention. See RTI
Responsibility, instruction in, 169–171
Restating rules, 117
Restaurants, 109
Restraints, 136
Résumé: development of, 5; example of, 6
Reteaching, 124–125
Reutzel, R., 243
Revising texts, 259–261
Rewards: in behavior rating systems, 125; effective use of, 126; purpose of, 116; in structured reinforcement systems, 134
Rex, E., 19
Rheumatic fever, 355–356
Rhyming strategy, 236
Rice, S., 60
Root words, 238
Routines: for co-teachers, 104; designing, 98; importance of, 119; to keep students organized, 169–172; to organize work, 95
RTI collaboration in, 141–142; definition of, 174; description of, 141, 175; legal provisions related to, 55; for reading comprehension, 247–248
Rubrics, 185
Salaries, teaching, 9, 10
Salvia, J., 188
SAM Animation (website), 201
Scaffolding instruction, 287–288
Schema-based instruction, 277–278
SCHEME strategy, 256
School community, 15–16
School nurses, 326
School visits, 7
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Secondary generalized tonic-clonic seizures, 337
Secretaries, 110
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973: accommodations provided under, 56, 179, 180; assessment and, 58, 179, 180; grading myths and, 183; overview of, 48, 56
Segmenting, 236
Segment-to-spell routine, 236
Seizures, 337–339
Self-advocacy: importance of, 165; strategies for, 165–166
Self-assessment, 162
Self-care, 19
Self-contained classrooms, 140–142
Self-determination, 316–317
Self-esteem: dysfunctional elimination syndrome and, 336; grading myths regarding, 183
Self-monitoring, of behaviors, 136
Self-questioning, 245
Self-reflection, 168
Semantic maps, 218, 260e, 291
Sensorineural hearing losses, 353
Sentence structure, 254
Sentence-combining strategy, 254, 255t
Serious video games, 206
SETT process, 209
Setting accommodations, 180
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People (Covey), 27
Severe disability. See Intellectual disability
Shared purpose, 121
Shared responsibility, 140
Short-term objectives. See Benchmark objectives
Sickle cell disease, 340–341
Sight words, 243, 310
Signal and share response, 124t
Signaling response, 123t
Simple motor tics, 342t
Simple partial seizures, 337
Simple vocal tics, 342t
Simulations, 195
Simultaneous prompting, 312e
SIP. See Systematic instruction plan
Skill assessment, of paraeducators, 39
SMART Inclusion (wiki), 205
SMARTER planning process, 217–218, 219t
Smartphones, 94, 107
Social difficulties, 358, 370
Social networking, 35
Social phobia, 358
Social skills instruction, 125, 132
SOLO 6 Literacy Suite, 263
Sound manipulation, 236t
Spanish language, 249
Spaulding, L., 228
Special Connections (website), 22, 24t
Special education services: diagnosis required for, 174; evaluation to receive, 174; IEP development and, 71, 73
Special education teachers: as advocates, 14; areas of need of, 12t; content-area instruction and, 285–286; desk organization of, 102; as facilitators, 204; keys to success of, 13; matching students to, 143; most challenging task of, 65; roles and responsibilities of, 91, 92, 93e; 158–159, 164. See also New teachers
Specific learning disability, 365–367
Specific praise, 118
Speech/language disorders, 367–368
Speech-language therapist, 341
Spelling, 236t
Stable final consonants, 238
Standard deviations, 374
Standardized assessments: accommodations and adaptations for, 179–181; in mathematics, 281; types of, 178
Standards: aligning assessment with, 173; becoming knowledgeable about, 14–15; description of, 20; grading adaptations and, 184; intellectual disability and, 305; in mathematics, 269–271, 278; of professionalism, 20–21; for teacher evaluations, 20. See also specific standards
STAR strategy, 277–278
State assessments, 281
State teaching standards, 14; aligning IEPs with, 173; description of, 173; instructional planning guidelines and, 216
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Stereotypes, 268
Stimulant medications, 331–332
Stimulus fading, 311e
Stimulus prompts, 310, 311e
Storage spaces, 104
Story grammar strategy, 258
Story maps, 246
Story-based literacy lessons, 315
Strategy-implementation processes, 277–278
Stress management: respectful communication and, 28; tips for, 18–19
STTAR strategy, 132–133
Student collaborative logs, 157e
Student dictionaries, 241–242
Student records: privacy and, 16; reviewing, in FBA process, 128
Student responsibilities, 169–171
Student seating: for behavior management, 114; design for, 98
Student work: classroom design and, 99; feedback on, 183; in mathematics, 272
Student-directed inquiry, 298–299
Students: becoming knowledgeable about, 17–18; building cooperative relationships among, 121–122; first-day tasks for, 104–105; matching teachers to, 143; as participants in IEP meetings, 78e; as participants in transition planning, 82–83
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Stylus markers, 204
Success: celebrating, 163; motivation and, 162; providing opportunities for, 122
Suffixes, 239, 240t
Summarization, 245t
Summative assessments, 319–321
Supervisors, 36, 38
Supplementary aids/services: examples of, 74; IEP development and, 74; purpose of, 74
Support groups, for parents, 29
Support network, for new teachers: challenges to, 20; creation of, 20–22, 23–24t
Surface-responding techniques: purpose of, 116; types of, 117t
Syllables, 238–241
Symbolic representation, 265
Syracuse Community-Referenced Curriculum Guide for Students with Moderate and Severe Disability, 308
Systematic instruction, 308–312
Systematic instruction plan (SIP), 312, 313–314e
T
Task analysis, 279, 280, 281t
Task analytic data sheet, 318t
Task management programs, 94
TBI. See Traumatic brain injury
Teacher bags, 109
Teacher evaluation process: learning about, 38; preparing for, 377–379
Teacher-directed inquiry, 298–299
Teachers. See General education teachers; Special education teachers
Technology: for classroom organization, 99; constant changing of, 203; for co-teachers, 103; for data organization, 101; gaining skill in, 203; for mathematics instruction, 282–283; to motivate adolescents, 163; for multiple means of engagement, 195; power of, 203; reading instruction and, 248–250; for writing instruction, 262–263. See also specific types

Telecommunications, 57
Temporal lobe seizures, 337
Test anxiety, 279
Test of Early Mathematics Ability 3, 281
Test-retest reliability, 376
Test structure, 246
Text Talk strategy, 242
Textbooks, 274
Text-to-speech software, 250, 262
Thematic instruction, 300–301
THIEVES strategy, 287–288
Thinking aloud, 272
Thinking Reader program, 250
Think-pair-share, 124
Thomaz, R., 168
Thumbs up, thumbs down response, 123
Tics, 341–343
Tiger rule, 339
Time delay, 310, 311
Time management: basic tips for, 96–97; during IEP meetings, 80; to keep work organized, 95–96
Time-out, 118
Timers, 95–96
Timing accommodations, 180
TinkerPlots software, 283
To-do lists, 94
Token economy, 332
Tonic-clonic seizures, 337
Totally blind students, 371
Tourette syndrome, 341–343
Traffic patterns, 114
Training, for collaboration in RTI, 142
Transcripts, 183
Transition plans: participants in, 82–83; purpose of, 81; requirements of, 81–82
Transition services: legal provisions for, 55; overview of, 81; plans for, 81–83
Transitions, classroom, 114
Translation tools, 200
Translators, 188
Traumatic brain injury (TBI), 369–371
TREE strategy, 259

U
UDL–Implementation and Research Network, 196
Ulcerative colitis, 339
Understanding, demonstrating: technology for, 196t; UDL for, 193
Understanding, of others, 144
Unit organizers, 218, 220
Unit planning framework, 218, 220
Universal design for learning (UDL): basics of, 192–193; benefits of, 192–193; concerns about, 191–192; in content areas, 292; definition of, 191; for English language learners, 199–202; general tips for implementing, 196–199; history of, 192; instructional process for, 197–198; mobile learning devices and, 205–206; principles of, 193–196; to support students with disabilities, 203–205
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Urinary incontinence, 336

V
Vagus nerve stimulator, 337, 339
Validity, 176, 375
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Vehicle maintenance, 107
Video games: description of, 206; for promoting engagement, 195
Video-capturing devices, 196
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VABS-II), 308
Virtual tours, 196
Vision, of special educators, 14, 142
Visual dictionaries, 292
Visual impairment, 371–372
Visuwords program, 200
Vocab Ahead (software), 200
Voice disorder, 367
Volunteering for work, 96
Vowel team syllables, 237
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Wall space, 99
Webspiration (website), 201
White blood cells, 339
Whole-class incentives, 116
Whole-class responding techniques, 122, 123
Wi-Fi, 109
Wikis, 193
Wilson Reading System, 253
Wisconsin Assistive Technology Initiative, 210
Wisconsin Assistive Technology Initiative (WATI) Assistive Technology Consideration Guide, 75
Word Generation (software), 202
Word problems, 266, 270, 278–279
Word processing software, 262
WordMaker program, 250
Writing: assistive technology for, 262–263; basic skills necessary for, 252–255; instructional strategies for, 255–261
Writing process, 257

Y
Yodio (website), 201
Ysseldyke, J., 188

Z
Zaaner-Bloser Handwriting, 253
Zeno, S., 243
Zero reject provision, 49
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